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Established in 1976, Lung Hsin Scissors Co., Ltd. is a veteran manufacturer of scissors, 
noted for time-tested production skills and knowledge.

For nearly four decades, Lung Hsin has been consistently focused on professionalism and 
refinement, sparing no effort on continuous improvement of quality and technologies to 
build a solid name in the line.

Drawing on its consummate production skills, skilled technicians and accumulated know-
how, the company develops and supplies high-quality, innovatively designed scissors to 
meet customers’ requirements and market trends. Its products include sewing and tailor 
scissors, thread cutter, hairdresser scissors, salon hair scissors, Japan Scissors, modeling 
curved scissors, pet grooming scissors , medical bandage scissors, EMT shears, Teflon 
coated scissors, non-stick scissors, kinesiology taping scissors, disposable surgical 
scissors and forceps, garden scissors, office scissors, craft scissors, finishing scissors, 
kitchen scissors, aquatic water plant trimmer, Pro-scissors angle, crochet hooks and all 
kinds of cutting tools.

To boost competitive advantages, this maker employs a full line of production equipment, 
such as punching presses, cutting machines and polishing machines, at its 72000-square-
meter factory, where floor layouts and production management are strictly carried out 
in line with international standards to offer added value such as speedy delivery and 
competitive production costs.

Featuring competitive prices, innovative and market-oriented designs, and high quality 
that meet standards established in the EU, the company’s scissors are sought-after by 

end-users globally, with over 90% going to the U.S., the Middle East, Southeast Asia and Japan annually. In addition, its long-
term partnership with Japanese clients enables the supplier to capably fill OEM (original equipment manufacturing) orders, with 
monthly capacity exceeding 50,000 units.


